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The NASA Lano]ey Research Center has asse_,bled a ÷)e×ible or_d on wh:ch
control systems research can be accomplished on a two-dimensionai
structure tt,_ has many physically distributed sensor_ and actuators,
The grid is a rectangular planar structure that _s _uspended by two
cables attached to one edge so that out of plar_e v_brat_ons _re normal
to gravity. There are six torque wheel actuator_ mounted to it so that
torque is produced in the grid plane. Also, there are slx rate gyros
mounted to sense angular motion in the grid plane and eight
accelerofaeters that measure linear acceleration normal to the grid
plane. All components can be relocated to meet specific control system
test requirements. DigiLal, analog , and hybrid control systems
capability i_ prov_ded in the apparatus.
To date, research on th_s grid has been conducted in the areas of systen_
and parameter identification, modal estimation, distr_butet_ mod_i
control, heirarchial adaptive control_ and advanced redundancy
manage_,ent algor'_thm_. The presentation overview_ each technique
and w_]l present the most significant results generated for each area.
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6RID SIMULATOR MODEL
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A s_t_,u_ator is i_v@.Ll_ble for ir_tereBted r_,m_:,src:hs,._to, use _r,.the
development of algorithms to oe tested or_ fhe grlo. Finzte element
mc_del]If_g _, _sed i_:,geneYatf., mode _hapes _.hd frequ_r_c_es _or use ir_ th.,:,
s_mulator and in contr'o] system design models. Th_ _rid is mod_:I]_d
v::tl_ 88 r_U_ I,L, il,t,_, _hd the cable ,_uppL, rl w_th _i. _.i_l]v oui o_ p_,e
m_:,tion is considered.
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ARCHIT[CTURE OF THE GRID SIMULATOR
lhe fir,ite element analysis J_ carried o_t wiLh _ _oftware package
called SPAR which is availaL_le on the LaRC mainframe computer complex,
Th_ pack_qe generaL,s p_inted and qr_ph_ca] outgi.JL as well ÷ile_
resideht on the computer complex used to transfer data efficiently to
the batc:h sJmlJ!eto;. The b_tch simulator is used bnth in the sifnul_[ioi_
mode and in _oniro] syst.em desior,, e.g. to calcui_te optimal feedback
omir_ and filter constant_ for a desigi_.
The simulator has prif_ted and graphira] output _s well as output
files refie(:tir_g control systetn design constants. These files can be
transferred t.o the laboratory vi_ high speed serial communication where
the control law can be tested with the laboratory apparatus. The
l_I.,oratory computer i_ _ Charles River Data Computer with a UNIX
Iookalike operating system called UNOS.
All operations on the simulator and the laboratory apparatus can be
carr'_ed out from remote sites. As an example_ guest researcher's at Ohio
State University have successfully tested a heirarchial control law from
their campus at Columbus, OH.
Some significant algorithms and results ,ill now be described.
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SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION USINO
LEAST SQUARE LATTICE FILTERS
The least square lattice filter has been used to determine mode _hape_.
ar,_ frequenci_,s o4 tl_e grid ap_,_-ratus. Records of the un4orced responle
of the grid .at several frequencies were made and frequency and d_mp,_ng
and mude shah_.' ir,furm_t'_on wa_ empirically determined by post-krocessing
the records using the lattice filter. The filter is an exact, order
recurslve, l_a_t square solution o_ the linear least square, e_timation
problem. Although the form of the filter is not linear, there is a
simple method of extracting the coefficients of the linear ARMA model
form from the lattice ;ilter model. This is done by obtaing the
response of the identified lattice filter to the input sequence
{I,0.0....,0}. Deciding the proper order of the model given the input
data is also required. This has been done by graphing the norm of the
model error and selecting the model order as the lowest whose error norm
is less than a giver, threshold. The application of the lattice filter to
the grid is presented in:
Montgomery, R. C. and N, Sundararajan: The Application of Least Square
Lattice Filters for Identifying the Dynamics of a Two-Dimensional Grid
Structure. Journal of Astronautical Sciences, Vol. 33, No. I,
January-March 1985, pp. 35-47.
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FAILURE DETECTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM RECONFIGURATION
Research on advanced failure detection and system reconfiguration
methodm has also been accomplished on the grid apparatus. Because of
thl computational limitations parallel optimal decision theory methods
(e.g. banks of Kalman filters operating in parallel using different sets
of input data) could not be investigated and a scheme employing
sequential testing was developed. In this scheme a bank of Kalman
filters is used, however, only one is on-line at a time. The decL_i_n
to switch to another filter is made by examining the residuals of the
operating filter using the sequential probability ratio test (SFRTI,.
Which filter to switch to is determined by the SPRT interpreter. This
research is reported in:
Williams, J. P. and R. C. Montgomery: Failure Detection and
Accommodation in Structural Dynamics Systems Using Analytic Redundancy.
24th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control. Ft. Lauderdale, FL,
December 11-13, 1985, pp. 906-910.
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SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY RATIO TEST (SPRT)
The sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) makes a selection _f _r_e
from two possible decisions. It is an optimal binary decisio_ test that
makes the decision in the least number of observations. It is u_ed _h
the innovations sequence of the active Kalman filter to decide between
the two decisions: the sequence is Gaussian with zero mean and q_,en
variance or, the sequence is Gaussian with mean m and giver_ v_riance.
The former case corresponds to the hypothesis of no _ailures wh_eas _i_e
later corresponds to a failure being present in the system. When
failure is detected the innovation sequence is examined to :solate th_
failed component.
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FAILURE DETECTION AND RECONFIGURATION
The figure shows time histories of on-line failure detection using the
SPRT algorithm to detect a failure. Depending on the input data, each
time a SPRT is started the decision variable will drift from its inlt_ai
value of zero towards the decision thresholds. The time required to
reach and cross one of the thresholds is the decision time. This _s
theoretical minimum for the SPRT algorithm. A tendancy of the decision
variable to drift to the failure threshold can be caused by modelling
errors or other events that make the residual (or innovations sequence)
non-white. In application to structural dynamics systems one obvious
cause is spillover of unmodelled structural modes into the residuals.
The assumption here is that the cause is a failure of a sensor or
actuator. Each time a "no failure" decision is made a new SPRT is
started. Following a "failure" decision the residuals are examined to
determine which failure, if any, caused the alarm. After successful
isolation of the failure, a new filter, designed to operate without the
failed component, is used.
For the example of this histogram only sensor failures are considered.
Also, the "no failure" threshold is positive and the "failure" threshold
is negative. At the start of the histograms there are no failures.
Note that the residuals are non-white and that they cause a delay in the
decision time sir_ce the decision variable drifts toward the "failure"
threshold. As time progresses the effects of initializing the _al_nan
filter decay and the non-white nature of the residual is smaller. "_he
SPRT in this case makes the decision rapidly without a tendancy of tlne
decision variable to move toward the "failure" decision. In the later
phase o_ the histogram a failure is injected i_to the system. It is
detected and isolated and a new filter is initialized that is designed
without the failed sensor. The sawtooth wave near the end of the
histogram indicates successful recovery of the system from the failure.
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DECENTRALIZED ADAPTIVE CONTROL STRUCTURE
A decentralized adaptive control scheme was remotely tested on the
Langley grid apparatus from the Ohio State University. The adaptive
control scheme investigated considers a group of linear subsystems
consisting of linear state dynamics with coupling to the other
subsystems, a measurement, and an actuator. Each subsystem has a llnear
controller with a gain on its measured subsystem state, on the ir_put,
and on the error between the actual subsystem state and its refer_n,:e
state as generated by a reference model in response to the input. The
gains are driven by adaptation logic that is the subject of the
research.
A more complete description of this research is reported in:
Ozguner, U., Yurkovitch, S., Martin, J., Ill, and F. AI-Abbass:
Decentralized Control Experiments on NASA's Flexible 8rid. Proc_eJi_,u_
of the 1986 American Control Conference, Volume II_ pp. 1045-1051.
Seattle, WA. June 19,1986.
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DECENTRALIZED ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF THE GRID
This chart shows simulation time histories of the rate gyro output_ and
the angle estimates on the Langley grid. The cor_troller is _he
decent_ali_md adaptive controller previo_sly _escr'iOed w;ler'elne,_._,:h_n_
was considered as a separate subsystem. The _orltroller is stable _r,d
produces damping in all simulated ,nodes.
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SUMMARY
The Langley grid apparatus has been used in the conduct of research in
several areas of interest in the control of large flexible spacecraft.
These include system identification, modal estimation, distributed modal
control, heirarchial adaptive control, and advanced redundancy
management techniques. Some of these research areas have been described
herein. The grid will continue to be available over the next several
years providing the academic community oportunities for research that
are not available at most universities. The remote testing capabil_(y
of the facility allows researchers the use of realistic hardware to
validate their theories from their own remote site,
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